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AN ANALYSIS OF VGH DATA FROM ONE TYPE
OF FOUR-ENGINE TURBOJET TRANSPORT AIRPLANE
DURING COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS
By Paul A. Hunter
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An analysis of VGH records collected on one type of four-engine turbojet transport
during routine commercial operations on two airlines has provided information on accel-
eration, turbulence, and airspeed operating practices. The data cover operations of two
airplanes by one airline on eastern United States and Caribbean routes and of one airplane
operated by a second airline on routes which ranged along the east coast of the United
States, across the Caribbean Sea and along the west coast of South America.
For the two airplanes operated by the same airline, the results were very simi-
lar in regard to the gust-velocity experiences and the accelerations caused by gusts,
operational maneuvers, check-flight nmneuvers, and landing impact. The results indi-
cated that the acceleration experiences, the gust velocity experiences, and the airspeed
operating practices were not significantly different for the airplanes operated by the two
airlines. The amount of rough air encountered at various altitudes and the gust veloci-
ties experienced during both operations were in overall agreement with previously
published estimates of the gust environment. In general, the airspeeds in rough air
(gust velocity =>2 fps (0.6 m/sec)) were approximately equal to the airspeeds in smooth
air. The results indicated, however, that the airspeeds in heavy turbulence (gust veloci-
ties higher than 20 fps (6.1 m/sec)) were generally lower than the average operating
speeds.
INTRODUCTION
Concurrent with the introduction of turbine-powered airplanes into commercial
transport operations, the NASA initiated a program for collecting data on normal accel-
eration, airspeed, and altitude from routine airline operations. These measurements
are being utilized to provide statistical data on a number of operational aspects of the
turbine-powered aircraft, such as accelerations experienced during gusts, maneuvers,
and oscillations; operating practices; and landing impact accelerations. This program
is a continuation of the long-standing NACA/NASA effort to collect operational data on
commercial transport airplanes. In the past, information obtainedfrom the data collec-
tion program has proved useful for comparison of the operational experiences of air-
planeswith the conceptsto which they were designed,for detection of new or unanticipated
aspectsof the operations, and as backgroundinformation for application in the design of
newairplanes. Typical results obtainedfor several types of airplanes are given in ref-
erences 1 to 6.
This paper presents an analysis of the accelerations experienced, the gust veloci-
ties encountered,and the operating airspeeds and altitudes of onetype of four-engine
turbojet transport during operations on two airlines. Someof the preliminary data from
theseoperations havebeenreported in references 6 and 7, but are included herein to
provide a summary of the operations. Information onexceedancesof placard speedsis
not included becauseit was presented in reference 7, and subsequentchangesin the
placard speedmarkings and overspeedwarning margins detract from its present utility.
SYMBOLS
The units used for the measurementsof this investigation are given in both U.S.
Customary Units and the International System of Units (SI). Factors relating the two
systems are given in reference 8.
A aspect ratio
a n incremental normal acceleration, g units
c wing chord, ft (meters)
g acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 2
Kg gust factor,
m
5.3 + pg
lift-curve slope, per radian,
6 AcosA
A + 2 cos2A
(9.81 meters/second 2)
A + 2 cos A )A/1-M2cos2A + 2 cos A
M Mach number
MNE never-exceed Mach number
MNO normal operating limit Mach number
-N:-
S wing area, sq ft (meters 2)
Ude derived gust velocity, fps (meters/second)
V e equivalent airspeed, fps (meters/second)
VNE never-exceed speed, knots (indicated)
VNO normal operating limit, airspeed, knots (indicated)
W airplane weight, lbf (newtons)
A sweep angle of wing quarter-chord line, deg
2W
pg airplane mass ratio, mpcgS
P atmospheric density, slugs/ft 3 (kilograms/meter 3)
Po
atmospheric density at sea level, slugs/ft 3 (kilograms/meter 3)
INSTRUMENTATION AND SCOPE OF DATA
The data were collected with NASA VGH recorders, which provide continuous time-
history records of indicated airspeed, normal acceleration, and pressure altitude. A
detailed description of the VGH recorder is given in reference 9. The normal accelera-
tions were sensed by an accelerometer located in the main-landing-gear wheel well near
the airplane center of gravity. Pressure lines for the recorder were connected to the
copilot's airspeed system.
The two airplanes of operation A were operated on routes covering the eastern half
of the United States and part of the Caribbean Sea. The airplane of operation B was
operated on routes which extended along the east coast of the United States, across the
Caribbean Sea, and along the west coast of South America.
The scope of the data samples for the two airplanes (A-1 and A-2) of operation A
and the one airplane (B-l) of operation B is summarized in table I. As shown in the
table, the sizes of the data samples from the individual airplanes ranged from about 1240
flight hours to 1700 flight hours. Airplane check and pilot-training flights accounted for
53 to 134 flight hours per airplane. The histograms of flight durations are given in fig-
ure 1 (a) and the histograms of altitude are given in figure 1 (b) for the two operations.
As shownin table I, the data sampleswere collected betweenJanuary 1960and
December 1962. The records were rather uniformly spacedthroughout the recording
period for airplanes A-2 andB-1. Although irregular intervals occurred betweenrecords
received from airplane A-I, the longer recording period for this sample tendedto com-
pensateand to give, on a monthly basis, a uniform sample. Consequently,it is thought
that eachof the datasamples is representative of year-round operations.
Airplane characteristics pertinent to the evaluation of the data are given in table II.
Inasmuchas the two models of the airplane used in operations A and B are geometrically
identical, single values are given for all characteristics exceptweights andwing loadings.
EVALUATION OF DATA AND RESULTS
General
Each flight on the VGH records wasclassified as beingeither a routine passenger-
carrying operational flight or a check flight for pilot training or airplane testing. Check
flights were distinguished from operational flights by the higher amplitude and frequency
of occurrence of maneuver accelerations and by larger and more irregular variations in
airspeed and altitude.
The operational flights were divided into three segments representing climb,
cruise, and descent conditions. Both climb and descent occasionally included short
periods of level flight as a result of operational or air traffic-control procedures. The
cruise condition occasionally included periods when the airplane was climbing or
descending to a different cruise altitude. Operational flights were also divided into seg-
ments representing flight in rough or smooth air. The airplane was considered to be in
rough air during the traverse of any continuous turbulent area which produced at least
one acceleration corresponding to a gust velocity of about 2 fps (0.6 m/sec) or higher.
The average operating weights during each 30-minute interval of flight were coded
on the records for subsequent correlation with the gust accelerations. These weights
were based on weight data obtained from the airlines and on average fuel consumption
rates of the airplanes.
Accelerations Due to Gusts
The criterion used to distinguish gust accelerations from maneuver accelerations
was that gust accelerations have a much higher frequency content and are accompanied
by high-frequency low-intensity fluctuations of the airspeed trace. In the event that a
gust acceleration was superimposed on a maneuver acceleration, the maneuver accelera-
tion was used as the reference. The evaluation of gust accelerations consisted of reading
positive and negative incremental acceleration peaks above a threshold of 0.2g using the
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1g position of the acceleration trace as a reference. Only the maximum peak for each
crossing of the reference and threshold was read. For each acceleration peak read, the
corresponding airspeed and altitude were also read.
The frequency distributions of the combined (positive and negative) accelerations
by flight condition and for the total samples are given in table HI for each airplane. The
flight hours, nautical miles, and average true airspeed associated with each distribution
are listed. The flight miles used throughout this report are nautical miles, computed by
multiplying appropriate values of time in hours and average true airspeed in knots. In
figure 2(a) the cumulative frequency distributions of accelerations per nautical mile are
presented by flight condition for each airplane. These distributions were formed by
progressively summing the frequency distributions of table HI, beginning with the largest
acceleration, and dividing each sum by the flight distance of the sample. The cumulative
frequency per mile of accelerations for the total sample for each airplane of operation A
is given in figure 2(b) and for the total sample of the two operations is given in figure 2(c).
Accelerations Experienced During Maneuvers
Operational and check-flight accelerations were evaluated by reading each peak
acceleration greater than a value of +0.1g relative to the 1 g reference. Only the maxi-
mum value for each crossing of the reference was read. Frequency distributions of the
positive and negative operational accelerations by flight condition and total are given in
table IV(a). Frequency distributions of positive and negative check-flight accelerations
are given in table IV(b). The amount of time spent in check flights, the total of opera-
tional and check-flight record hours, and the nautical miles associated with each distri-
bution are listed. The nautical miles spent in check flights are computed as the product
of the overall average true airspeed and the total time listed in the table. Cumu-
lative frequency distributions of positive and negative operational maneuver accelerations
for each airplane are given in figure 3(a). Cumulative frequency distributions of com-
bined operational maneuver accelerations by flight condition are given in figure 3 (b). The
distributions of figure 3 (b) were divided by the flight distance of the sample, and the
resulting distributions are presented in figure 3(c). Cumulative frequency distributions
per mile of combined operational maneuver accelerations for operations A and B and for
the airplane of reference 5 are given in figure 3(d). Cumulative frequency distributions
per mile of positive and negative check-flight maneuver accelerations are given in fig-
ure 4. Total check-flight miles were used in computing each point for either positive or
negative accelerations. The airplane of reference 5 was the same model as those flown
in operatio n A but was flown by a third operator. The number of flight hours in the
sample of reference 5 was about the same as that for airplane A-l.
Accelerations Experienced During Oscillations
Samplerecords shownin figure 5 illustrate four types of oscillations notedon
records from the present airplanes. In somecases the motions were evidenton the air-
speedand altitude traces as well as on the acceleration trace. Accelerations were
evaluatedby countingpeaks abovea threshold of +0.05g. The duration of each occurrence
of oscillation was noted and used to calculate the percent of flight time spent in oscilla-
tions. The flight time and nautical miles of the sample evaluated and the percent of time
oscillations occurred for each sample are listed in table V. Figure 6 indicates the per-
cent of flight time that oscillations greater than a given magnitude occurred. The cumu-
lative frequency distributions of oscillatory accelerations per mile of flight are shown in
figure 7 for each airplane.
Flight Loads Summary
In order to indicate the relative importance of accelerations from various sources,
the cumulative frequency distributions of gust, operational maneuver, check-flight maneu-
ver, and oscillatory accelerations per mile of flight are shown in figures 8(a), (b), and
(c) for airplanes A-l, A-2, and B-l, respectively. The distributions from the various
sources were combined for each airplane as an indication of the total in-flight loads and
are compared in figure 9.
Turbulence
Amount of rough air.- The percent of time in each 5000-foot (1.52 km) altitude
interval thai was spent in rough air was determined by calculating the ratio of the time
in rough air to the total flight time for each altitude interval. The results are presented
in figure 10 for operations A and B, together with similar data from reference 10 for a
wide variety of aircraft.
Gust velocities.- A value of derived gust velocity Ude was calculated for each
gust acceleration peak by means of the revised gust-load formula of reference 11:
2Wa n
Ude =KgPoV e m S
The airplane weights W were, as mentioned previously, based on weights obtained
from each operator and included the effects of fuel consumption. The variation of lift-
curve slope m with Mach number was computed by use of the empirical formula given
in part VI of reference 7 and is shown in figure 11.
Frequency distributions of derived gust velocities for combined positive and nega-
tive values are presented in table VI by altitude intervals of 10 000 feet (3.05 km).
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Cumulative frequency distributions of derived gust velocity per mile of flight for the total
sampleof each of the three airplanes are presented in figure 12. In figure 13similar
distributions are presentedby altitude increments of 10000feet (3.05km) for opera-
tions A and B. The values of flight miles usedin computing thesedistributions corre-
spond to those flown within each altitude increment. For comparison, curves of estimated
airplane gust experiencebasedon the dataof reference 10,are included in figure 13. A
reduction in gust velocity by a factor of 20percent hadbeen madein the dataof refer-
ence 10 to accountfor airplane flexibility. In order to make the comparison of the present
dataand that of reference 10more compatible, this 20percent hasbeenrestored to the
data of reference 10. Frequencies at the lower values of gust velocity havebeenomitted
from the figures becausethesepoints indicate an apparentdropoff in frequency causedby
incomplete frequency countsnear the reading threshold.
OperatingAirspeeds and Altitudes
The indicated airspeed and pressure altitude were read from the VGH records at
each 1-minute interval of flight. The airspeed and altitude datawere classified by flight
condition andby rough or smoothair. The averageindicated airspeeds for operations A
and B within each 5000-foot (1.52-km) altitude interval are plotted in figure 14 together
with someof the placard andrecommendedoperational speeds. As shownin figure 14,
the recommendedspeedin rough air varies as a function of both gross weight and altitude.
(The operational limits VNO, MNO and VNE , MNE have been superseded in Federal
Aviation Regulations but were in effect at the time the present data were collected.)
The distributions of airspeeds in smooth and rough air by flight condition for opera-
tions A and B are presented in figure 15. The average airspeeds in rough and smooth air
within each 5000-foot (1.52-km) altitude interval are shown in figure 16 for operations A
and B. As an indication of the airspeed operating practices in heavier turbulence than
that associated with the low threshold (2 fps, or 0.6 m/sec) on which the results of fig-
ures 15 and 16 were based, the average airspeeds and the range of airspeeds at which
gust velocities higher than 20 fps (6.1 m/sec) were encountered are shown by altitude in
figure 17. For comparison with these speeds, the overall average speeds in each altitude
interval are also shown in the figure.
Accelerations Due to Landing Impacts
The initial positive impact acceleration was read for a number of landings for both
operational and check flights. For check flights, every available landing record was read
in order to obtain the largest possible sample. The samples range from 569 to 636
operational landings per airplane and from 85 to 222 check-flight landings per airplane.
The probability distributions of landing-impact accelerations are presented in figure 18
for operational flights, check flights, and combinedoperational andcheck flights for each
of the three airplanes.
RELIABILITY OF DATA
The reliability of the data is affectedby instrument error, installation error, and
reading error. Total overall errors for the VGH recorder are discussed in SectionI of
reference 7 and are estimated to be:
Acceleration, g units .......... +0.05
Indicated airspeed, knots:
At 100 knots ............... I-6
At 350 knots ............... +2
Indicated pressure-altitude errors are calculated as follows:
At 2000 feet (0.61 km) ......... +300 feet (91 m)
At 20 000 feet (6.10 km) ........ +500 feet (152 m)
Reading errors are believed to be small in terms of the magnitudes of the particular
quantities read, inasmuch as each tabulation is checked and corrected for gross errors
before use. The reading error for acceleration, although small, may seriously affect the
count of accelerations exceeding given values. Reading checks have indicated that for
individual records, the number of counts above 0.3g may have a reliability of about
+30 percent. Inasmuch as the reading errors tend to balance out as the sample size
increases, the values of cumulative frequency per mile for the overall distributions of
gust and maneuver accelerations and of gust velocity are estimated to be reliable within
+20 percent.
Past experience has indicated that 1000 hours of VGH data constitute a representa-
tive sample of the operational experience of an individual airplane. For applicability to
extended periods of operation approaching the lifetime of a fleet of airplanes, however,
it is estimated that the counts of gust and maneuver accelerations and of gust velocity
are reliable within a factor of 3 to 4.
DISCUSSION
The distributions of flight durations given in figure 1 (a) show that the flights for
both operations ranged up to 5 hours' duration. There was a higher proportion of short
(less than 1 hour) flights for operation A, however, with the result that the average flight
durations were 120 minutes and 153 minutes for operations A and B, respectively.
Figure 1(b) shows that, for both operations, most of the flight time was spent
between 25 000 and 35 000 feet (7.62 and 10.7 km) and that the maximum pressure alti-
tude recorded was 42 000 feet (12.8 km). The percentages of total flight time spent at
altitudes below 25 000 feet (7.62 km) were slightly larger for operation A than for opera-
tion B. The average altitude (from take-off to landing) was therefore slightly lower for
operation A than for operation B (see table I).
Accelerations
Accelerations due to gusts.- The results in table Ill show that for each airplane the
larger portion of the total gust accelerations greater than the 0.2g threshold occurred in
the cruise condition. For the two airplanes of operation A, approximately one-half of the
total gust accelerations occurred in cruise, and the least number occurred during climb.
For operation B, approximately three-fourths of the total gust accelerations occurred
during cruise, and the rest occurred about equally in the climb and descent conditions.
Figure 2(a) shows, however, that for each airplane the cumulative frequency of gust
accelerations per mile of flight was lowest during the cruise condition and about equal
during the climb and descent. The results of figure 2(b) show that the total gust experi-
ences for the two airplanes of operation A are almost identical for accelerations less than
about +0.6g. The difference between the two distributions for higher accelerations is
ascribed to sampling variations. Consequently, the gust acceleration experiences for the
two airplanes of operation A are considered to be essentially equal. Figure 2(c) shows
that the gust acceleration experience of operation A is slightly greater than for opera-
tion B. As noted in table II, however, the airplane involved in operation B had a maximum
wing loading approximately 12 percent higher than the airplanes of operation A and, with
other factors being equal, this would account for the difference in gust acceleration experi-
ences shown in figure 2(c).
Operational maneuver accelerations.- The results in figure 3 (a) show that for each
airplane the total number of operational maneuver accelerations higher than +0.1g were
divided approximately equally between positive and negative values. However, in each
case the distribution for the positive values has a smaller slope and extends to higher
values than the distribution for the negative values. Thus, for the present airplanes the
distributions of accelerations are not symmetrical about lg, but rather, show that incre-
mental accelerations tend to be larger in magnitude for positive maneuvers than for
negative maneuvers.
The results in figure 3 (b) show that for each airplane the total accelerations were
roughly equal for the climb, cruise, and descent flight conditions. In terms of the fre-
quency of occurrence per mile of flight, however, figure 3(c) shows that the frequency
during cruise was roughly one-tenth that for the climb and descent flight conditions. The
reason that the frequencies for the climb and descent conditions are significantly higher
than those for cruise is that more frequent turns and changesin altitude andattitude are
inherently required during climbout, descent,and approachoperations.
Figure 3(d) showsthat above0.5g operational maneuveraccelerations occurred
roughly three times as frequently in operation A as in operation B. The frequencies
for bothoperation A andoperation B are higher than those for the operations of refer-
ence5. Thesedifferences apparently reflect differences in operating practices and
requirements. Suchvariations havebeennotedfor operations involving other types of
airplanes andare not consideredto beunusual.
Check-flight maneuver accelerations.- Figure 4 shows differences of roughly 3 to 1
among the check-flight maneuver-acceleration experiences for airplanes A-l, A-2, and
B-1. The frequencies of the present investigation are an order of magnitude higher than
those of the operations of reference 5. The percentages of the total flight times which
were spent in check flights are given in the following table:
Percent of total
Airplane flight time
A-1
A-2
B-1
Ref. 5
10.8
4.9
3.1
1.4
Thus, there is approximately an 8:1 variation among the airplanes with respect to
the amount of time spent in check flights. This accounts to a large extent for the differ-
ences noted in the check-flight maneuver-acceleration experiences shown in figure 4.
Similar differences among the check-flight experiences of other types of airplanes have
been observed in previous analyses. (See ref. 6.)
The results in figure 4 show that positive check-flight maneuver accelerations
occurred more frequently than did negative accelerations. This asymmetry is similar
to that previously noted for operational maneuver accelerations (fig. 3(a)).
Oscillatory accelerations.- Two distinct types of oscillatory accelerations were
recorded on the present airplanes. These two types have been denoted as constant-
amplitude oscillations (see figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c)) and divergent oscillations (see
fig. 5(d)). The most frequent oscillations were of the constant-amplitude type. Gen-
erally, they were symmetrical about 1 g, had periods from about 10 to 40 seconds, and
had amplitudes between +0.05g and +0.2g. They persisted from a few minutes to several
hours.
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Oscillations of the divergent type (fig. 5(d))occurred infrequently, had maximum
amplitudes of +0.5g, and, in some cases, apparently resulted from the degeneration of a
constant-amplitude oscillation into a divergent condition.
Oscillatory accelerations similar to those in figures 5(a), (b), and (c) are not pecu-
liar to the present airplanes in that they have been noted with several other types of
turbine-powered transports (ref. 7). Specific causes of the oscillations of the present
airplanes are not known. It is thought, however, that they resulted mainly from "hunting"
of the autopilot in combination with the airplane stability and control system
characteristics.
Figure 6 shows that the percent of total flight time that oscillations higher than
+0.05g were experienced ranged from about 6 percent for airplane A-1 to 20 percent for
airplane B-1. Accelerations higher than about +0.20g, however, were experienced a
larger percentage of the flight time by airplane A-1 than by the other two airplanes.
Figure 7 shows that the frequencies of occurrence of oscillatory accelerations for
the three airplanes differ by a factor of about 5 for accelerations below or equal to +0.1g
and about 10 for higher accelerations. These differences appear to be a direct reflection
of the differences among the percentages of flight time that the three airplanes experi-
enced oscillations. (See fig. 6.)
Summary of Flight Accelerations
Comparison of accelerations from various sources.- Figure 8 shows that the rela-
tive contributions of the various acceleration sources to the total acceleration experience
were essentially the same for the three airplanes. In each case, the frequency of occur-
rence per mile for accelerations higher than about 0.3g followed a decreasing order from
check-flight maneuvers to gusts to operational maneuvers. For lower values of acceler-
ations, the frequencies associated with the three sources differ by a factor of less than
about 3, with gusts being the predominant source. Oscillatory accelerations appear to be
negligible in comparison with the accelerations caused by gusts and maneuvers.
Comparison of total acceleration experiences.- The combined distributions of
accelerations from the various in-flight sources (fig. 9) indicate little difference in the
total acceleration experiences for the two airplanes of operation A. The distribution for
airplane B-1 indicates frequencies of the order of 50 percent of those of the airplanes of
operation A.
Turbulence
Amount of rough air.- Figure 10 shows that, for altitudes below approximately
20 000 feet (6.1 km), the percentage of the flight time spent in rough air was greater for
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operation A than for operation B. At higher altitudes, the percentagesof rough air
encounteredin the two operations were approximately equal. From the overall point of
view, the results for bothoperations are in goodagreementwith the estimated variation
in the amountof rough air with altitude given in reference 10.
Gust-velocity experience.- The results in figure 12 show that the gust-velocity
experiences for the two airplanes of operation A were very similar. The gust-velocity
experience for operation B is approximately one-half that for operation A. This result
is apparently due mainly to rough air having been encountered a smaller percentage of
the time in operation B than in operation A, particularly at low altitudes. (See fig. 10.)
The results in figure 13 show that, for the most part, the gust experiences within
given altitude intervals were roughly the same for operations A and B. The largest
difference is in the altitude range from 0 to 10 000 feet (3.1 km) where the gust experi-
ence for operation B is approximately one-half that for operation A. In figure 13, dif-
ferences of about 2 to 1 are noted in some instances between the present results and the
estimated gust-velocity distributions based on reference 10. (As previously mentioned,
the gust-velocity values from ref. 10 have been multiplied by a factor of 1.2 as a means
of approximately accounting for dynamic amplification.)
In general, however, there is no consistent trend in the differences between the
present results and those of reference 10, and existing differences are within the
sampling reliability of the present data. From the overall point of view, therefore, the
present results and those of reference 10 are considered to be in good agreement.
Airspeeds
The results in figure 14 show that the average indicated airspeeds for operations A
and B differed by less than 10 knots except in the altitude range of 10 000 to 25 000 feet
(3.1 to 7.6 km). In this altitude range, the average airspeeds for operation A were
approximately 20 knots higher than the average speeds for operation B. For both opera-
tions, the average speeds increased with altitude up to about 30 000 feet (9.1 km), and
above this altitude decreased with increasing altitude. Below 30 000 feet, the average
airspeeds were substantially less than the VNO and MNO airspeeds and at higher
altitudes were approximately 10 knots lower than the MNO speed. In the altitude range
from 5000 to 35 000 feet (1.5 to 10.7 km), the average airspeeds were considerably higher
than the recommended maximum speeds in rough air.
The results in figure 15 show that only small differences exist between the distri-
butions of airspeeds in rough and smooth air within each flight condition for both opera-
tions. High speeds during descent were more frequent in operation A than in operation B°
Both operations of figure 15 show evidence of slowdown in rough air, in contrast to
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piston-airplane practice, probably becausethe turbojet airplanes fly at speedsnearer
design cruise speedthandid piston airplanes.
Figure 16showsthat for operation A the averagespeedsin rough and smoothair
were approximately equal except in the altitude rangefrom 10 000to 25 000feet (3.1 to
7.6 km). In this altitude range, the averagespeedsin rough air were approximately 10
to 15knots lower than the averagespeedsin smoothair. For operation B, the airspeeds
in rough and smoothair were about equal throughoutmost of the altitude range. For
both operations, the results showa higher airspeed in rough air than in smoothair for
altitudes below 5000feet (1.5km). As previously mentioned,the results in figure 16
are basedon a very low gust-velocity threshold (2fps or 0.6 m/sec) as the definition of
roughair. Consequently,the averageairspeed values given in figure 16 for flight in
rough air reflect a substantial amountof flight in light turbulence for which airspeed
showdownwouldnot be anticipated.
The results in figure 17showthat for both operations the averageof the airspeeds
at which gust velocities higher than20 fps (6.1 m/sec) were encounteredis substantially
lower than the averagespeedsfor overall operations. The results also showthat some
gusts greater than 20 fps (6.1 m/sec) were encounteredat speedshigher than the overall
averagespeeds. Thus, airspeeds were usually, but not always, reduced for traverse of
heavyturbulence. (It maybe noted in figure 17 that airspeeds as low as 110knots are
indicated for operation A between20 000and 25000feet (6.1to 7.6 km). These low
speedsrepresent underspeedingafter an apparently deliberate slowdownto traverse
turbulence. This particular casewas reported in section VII of reference 7 as an
"unusual event.")
Landing-Impact Accelerations
Figure 18(a) showsthat there were no significant differences amongthe landing-
impact accelerations experiencedduring operational flights of the three airplanes. The
results in figure 18(b)showthat the maximum landing-impact acceleration experienced
during check flights was considerably higher for airplane A-2 than for the other two
airplanes. The combinedresults for operational and check flights (see fig. 18(c)) show
that, in general, the overall landing-impact acceleration experiencesfor the three air-
planesare in goodagreement. Regarding the maximum landing-impact acceleration,
however, a single value of 1.8gwas experiencedby airplane A-2 (in a check flight), as
comparedwith values of 0.8gand0.9g for the other two airplanes.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An analysis of VGH records collected onone type of four-engine turbojet transport
during routine commercial operations on two airlines hasprovided information on the
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normal accelerations, turbulence, and airspeed operating practices. The data cover
operations of two airplanes by one airline on eastern U.S. and Caribbean routes and of
one airplane operated by a second airline on routes which ranged along the east coast of
the United States, across the Caribbean Sea, and along the west coast of South America.
For the two airplanes operated by the same airline, the results were very similar
in regard to the gust velocity experiences and the accelerations caused by gusts, opera-
tional maneuvers, check-flight maneuvers, and landing impacts. The results indicated
that the acceleration experiences, the gust-velocity experiences, and the airspeed oper-
ating practices were not significantly different for the airplanes operated by the two air-
lines. The amount of rough air encountered at various altitudes and the gust velocities
experienced during both operations were in overall agreement with previously published
estimates of the gust environment. In general, the airspeeds in rough air (gust velocity
greater than 2 fps or 0.6 m/sec) were approximately equal to the airspeeds in smooth
air. The results indicated, however, that the airspeeds in heavy turbulence (gust veloci-
ties higher than 20 fps or 6.1 m/sec) were generally lower than the average operating
speeds.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., September 8, 196 7,
126-61-01-01-23.
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TABLE I.- SCOPE OF DATA
Total hours ................
Operational flights:
Hours ..................
Number .................
Av. duration, min ............
Av. altitude, f{tk:m ............
Av. indicated airspeed, knots ......
Climb condition:
Hours ............... , • •
Av. altitude, f(.t: ............
_Km. . . . . . . . . . . .
Av. indicated airspeed, knots ......
Cruise condition:
Hours ..................
Av. altitude, f(!: ............
%km. . . . . . . . . . . .
Av. indicated airspeed, knots ......
Descent condition:
Hours ..................
Av. altitude, f_: ............
_k
Av. indicated airspeed, knots ......
Check flights:
Hours ..................
Number .................
Percent of total time ..........
Recording period .............
Airplane
A-1
1242
1107.7
578
115
27 900
8.5
295.4
160.0
16 000
4.9
292.5
704.4
31 300
9.5
306.4
243.2
12 500
3.8
265.7
134.5
224
10.8
Jan, 1960
to Dec. 1962
Airplane
A-2
1426
1356.2
649
125
25 700
7.8
292.7
187.3
15 900
4.8
290.1
887.9
31 700
9.7
301.9
281.0
13 000
4.0
265.1
69.6
88
4.9
Jan. 1960
to Dec. 1961
Airplanes
A-1 and A-2
(operation A)
2668
2463.9
1227
120
25 300
7.7
293.9
347.4
15 950
4.9
291.2
1592.3
31 500
Airplane
B-1
(operation B)
1705
1651.7
647
153
27 600
8.4
288.7
218.0
17 500
5.3
292.1
1167.7
32 400
9.6
303.9
524.2
12 800
9.9
297.8
266.0
14 500
3.9
265.4
204.1
312
7.6
Jan. 1960
to Dec. 1962
4.4
246.3
53.4
124
3.1
May 1960
to Sept. 1962
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TABLE H.- AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS
Span, ft (m) ................................. 142.4 (43.40)
Aspect ratio ...................................... 7.32
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft (m) ....................... 22.1 (6.74)
Wing area, sq ft (m 2) ........................... 2772.5 (257.57)
Max. take-off weight, lb (N):
Operation A ............................ 276 000 (1 227 709)
Operation B ............................ 310 000 (1 378 949)
Max. landing weight, lb iN):
Operation A ............................. 193 000 (858 507)
Operation B ............................. 199 500 (887 420)
Wing loading based on max. take-off weight,
lb/sq ft (N/m2):
Operation A ............................... 99.5 (4764.1)
Operation B ............................... 111.8 (5353.0)
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TABLE IV.- FREQUENCYDISTRIBUTIONSOF
MANEUVERACCELERATIONS- CONCLUDED
(b) Check-flight maneuveraccelerations
Frequencyof occurrence for -
Normal acceleration,
an, g units
1.2 to 1.3
1.1 to 1.2
1.0 to 1.1
O.9 to 1.0
0.8 to 0.9
0.7 to 0.8
0.6 to 0.7
0.5 to 0.6
0.4 to 0.5
0.3 to 0.4
0.2 to 0.3
0.1 to 0.2
-0.1 to -0.2
-0.2 to -0.3
-0.3 to -0.4
-0.4 to -0.5
-0.5 to -0.6
-0.6 to -0.7
-0.7 to -0.8
-0.8 to -0.9
-0.9 to -I.0
-1.0 to -1.1
Total
Check-flight hours .......
Total hours ..........
Nautical miles ........
Airplane
A-1
1
1
9
ii
24
64
128
266
405
719
2 074
5 646
5 269
1 151
243
77
29
I0
5
5
1
16 138
134.5
1242.2
5.35 x 105
Airplane
A-2
2
6
9
24
78
82
176
256
716
1415
2857
2217
521
173
56
25
9
2
1
l
1
8627
69.6
1425.8
6.16 x 105
Airplane
B-I
6
15
30
68
157
273
526
1 755
3 916
3 218
587
151
37
14
9
1
2
I0 765
53.4
1705.1
7.48 x 105
2O
TABLE V.- DATA SAMPLESEVALUATED FORACCELERATIONS
EXPERIENCEDDURINGOSCILLATIONS
Airplane
A-1
A-2
B-1
Hours
299.95"
674.65t 974.60
488.05
Nautical
miles
1.3 × 10513.0 × 105
2.1 x 105
4.3 × 105
Percent time
in oscillations
5.8"
15.9! 12.8
21.4
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